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1 Demarcation and Objective

The term 'problem' is used in a variety of ways; essentially it is understood to mean a 'difficult task in need of resolution' or an 'undecided issue' [Dude01]. Such tasks may range from mathematical issues and decisions to be made through to products and processes to be developed and diagnostics or troubleshooting [Funk06]. In this document, the term 'problem' when used in the context of diagnostics or troubleshooting refers to a 'deviation from a defined target situation with an unknown cause'.

The aim of this booklet is to describe suitable procedures and methodological resources for an analysis of these causes. The areas of application used for the purpose are both technical and non-technical products and processes. Moreover, these problems are essentially to be regarded as 'an opportunity for improvement' – i.e. beyond the remedying of the deviation, improvements for the products and processes looked at are derivable from an understanding of the causes and functions.

The complexity of and effort that goes into resolving problems depend, among other things, on the timing of the occurrence of the problems (figure 1.1). In addition, problem solving may be determined by the chronological and geographical distribution of the underlying causes.

The methodology for problem solving as described here is subdivided into 3 levels (figure 1.2):

- **The requirements** to behavior, procedure and result are defined in the principles for problem solving at Bosch. In particular, the product engineering approach with regard to well-understood cause-effect relationships is formulated here.

- **The procedure for problem solving** forms the core of the methodology. The steps correspond to the procedure used in the 8D method (see Appendix 1). They are adapted to the different problem areas (product problems, process problems, problems in the indirect area) and the contents detailed with regard to some subtasks. The basic procedure (see figure 3.2 problem solving funnel) can be applied, however, regardless of complexity and the problem area.

- **Individual methods** (e.g. a matrix for collecting the facts, question models for deriving possible causes, etc.) and **documents** (e.g. problem solving sheets) support the aforementioned subtasks.
2 Principles

The principles for problem solving describe the requirements with regard to the approach to and procedure for problem solving (mindset) and with regard to the result of a problem solution (figure 2.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principles</th>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Methods and Documents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I am concerned</td>
<td>I want to understand the problem and its causes fundamentally</td>
<td>The problems we solve do not reoccur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems concern me personally – solving them is my task.</td>
<td>I am observing on-site and analyze the problem based on facts.</td>
<td>We develop a lasting solution by eliminating the real root cause – technically and systemically.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a manager I can’t delegate my responsibility for solving problems.</td>
<td>I am describing the problem comprehensible for all involved persons.</td>
<td>We provide evidence of the problem solving effect and understand their consequences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solving problems is our opportunity for improvement.</td>
<td>I understand the problem and how it occurs through investigation of the relevant cause and effect relationships.</td>
<td>We transfer improvements for other products/processes/divisions and establish them within our standards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leadership (executives and managers) is required, through their own behavior, to influence the courses of action taken by their associates in accordance with these principles, and to lead by example ("I am concerned"). The prerequisite for successful problem solving is the acceptance of a problem as a personal task ("problems concern me personally – solving them is my task"). This is a prerequisite for a problem being recognized as such and a solution to it addressed in terms of the principle effects for the company. The attitude of problem acceptance is aimed not only at causes and measures with regard to the immediate problem, but also at findings based on them for
correction and further development in comparable areas (“solving problem is our opportunity for improvement”).

During the entire problem solving process, leadership has a special responsibility for both the problem solving and change processes. By demanding defined, methodologically supported subtasks, associates are guided systematically in the problem solving process. By leading by example and through active participation on the part of the leadership the significance of and opportunities afforded by solutions to problems are shown to the associates, thereby promoting ongoing change (“as a manager I cannot delegate my responsibility for solving problems”).

Involvement, responsibility and the will to improve can be clearly observed in how consequent the procedure is implemented. The second block of principles is written with the procedural problem solving objective: "I want to understand the problem and its causes fundamentally”. Understanding and describing the problem in detail and a grasp of the underlying causes are essential prerequisites for effective and efficient measures to deal with that problem.

The associated principles characterize the essential steps that constitute the procedure. The principle behind all problem solving involves collection and confirmation of accurate and reliable facts. To procure these facts, inspection at the location where the event occurred is of particular importance ("I am observing on-site and analyze the problem based on facts"). The exchange of information between the persons affected and those involved in the problem solving process is facilitated by maintaining a presence at the site of the cause (the 'place of action') and/or at the place where the problem was discovered (the 'place of finding').

Particularly where a large number of people are involved - which may involve working at various locations - it is absolutely essential that information is clear, consolidated, and structured ("I describe the problem in comprehensible form for all parties involved"). This involves first and foremost an overall description of the facts, e.g. in the form of diagrams, process charts and graphical evaluations.

The crucial step in solving a problem is a logical analysis that substantiates clear description of the underlying causes. In this respect it is important to determine the factors connected with the cause of the problem and to describe their function ("I understand the problem and how it occurs through investigation of the relevant cause and effect relationships").

The third block of principles addresses the quality, durability and transferability of the solution developed ("The problems we solve do not reoccur"). The prerequisite for sustainable solutions is a far-reaching cause analysis which also takes into account relationships across specialist area and organizational limits ("We develop a lasting solution by eliminating the real root cause – from both the technical and systemic perspectives").

The cause-effect relationships determined are to be proven based on real conditions and, in terms of effects, evaluated beyond the problem area ("We provide evidence of the problem solving effect and understand their consequences"). When transferring findings and measures to other areas, particular importance is attached to the responsibility of leadership. First of all it is important to abandon the limits of personal areas of responsibility and thus integrate new people into the problem solving process. Secondly, the findings must be conceptualized and transferred in the sense of a new standard ("We transfer improvements for other products/processes/divisions and integrate them into our standards").
### 3 Basic Procedure

In line with the objective set out in the preceding section, the procedure for problem solving is at the heart of this document. A large number of procedures are known - from both literature and practical applications. Some of these procedures are explained briefly in section 6. First of all it is necessary to describe both the common core and its particular focus in order to derive the basic procedure for problem solving at Bosch.

The analysis has shown that the tried and tested procedures for problem solving can be presented in the form of a common structure (figure 3.1). A basic, broadly based classification is provided by the phases under PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Act) [Zoll01] or KULT (Klärung (Clarification), Ursache (Cause), Lösung (Solution), Transfer (Transferer)) [Bren07]. All of the approaches listed in figure 3.1 can be integrated into this grid. The sequence of basic tasks – or the “thought patterns” [Kepn98] – are the same, regardless of the procedure or methodology.

![Figure 3.1: Tried and tested procedures/methodologies for problem solving](image)

Nevertheless, the individual methodologies are aligned differently to individual phases or tasks for which they provide methodical support. The Toyota descriptions [Toyo06, Toyo08] (Toyota Business Practices, Toyota Problem Solving) stress, in particular, clarification of the target situation, the localizing description of the problem ("locate the point of cause", "break down the problem", "grasp the situation"), a tiered cause analysis and transfer of the solution to standards.

**Six Sigma** is aimed, in addition to clarification of the target situation and a description of the problem (define), primarily at the measurability of improvement (measure) from the statistical perspective of change abilities.

The Kepner-Tregoe procedure [Kepn98] stresses first and foremost the description or clarification of the problem ("problem analysis") and offers approaches to cause analysis (hypothesis testing).

The individual methodologies break down once again the aforementioned 4-phase classification. An example of this is the 8D method [TOPS92]. The 8D method is the most established problem solving procedure in the area of the automotive industry. The 8 steps (8 disciplines') D1 to D8 are aimed at the resolution of problems, the avoidance of recurrences and the transfer of findings to comparable processes or products. At the heart of the 8D method is a comprehensible explanation of the identification, understanding and remedying of the root cause.
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The 8D logic forms the basis for problem solving at Bosch. All of the steps in the 8D method (D1 to D8) are described in detail in Appendix 1.

3.1 Problem Solving Funnel

As explained in section 2 "principles for problem solving", the problem description (D2) and the cause-effect analysis (D4) comprise the decisive steps in the procedure. These are summarized and represented in the Bosch problem solving funnel (figure 3.2). The main tasks are explained below. The associated basic methods are described in section 4. Section 5 describes in detail the specifications of the procedure in different problem areas. The focus is on the description of the procedure for product problems – presented in the form of guidelines (section 5.3).

Figure 3.2: Bosch problem solving funnel

Based on a - in most cases vague - description of the problem
- "What problem / what deviation / what defect exists?", is initially clarified or defined in step D2
- "What is the corresponding target situation (parameters, process sequence, etc.)?"

If no target situation is defined:
- "What is the target situation?"
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Based on this, the following issues arise

- What is the **current situation**?
- What **facts** to describe the current status are known and **verifiably confirmed** (e.g. incidents from the past, chronicle of events)?
- What facts are missing or are **still to be confirmed**?

Important in this respect is, creating a consistent understanding of the problem within the team by formulating it as precisely as possible. Visualize problem understanding with **sketches, pictures, process sequences**, etc. so that it is comprehensible ("I describe the problem for all participants in a comprehensible form"). The task is to **describe the problem clearly** (only facts are allowed, no hypothesis).

Specific questions are to be asked according to the **nature of what happened**:

- **What exactly is the problem?** (e.g. the defect in the process step or the process step with the defect),
- **Where exactly is the problem observed?** (geographically, markets, customers, in the process sequence, etc.),
- **When exactly is the problem observed?** (when at first, when again, etc.),
- **How much is, or how many are, affected?** (number, size, trend).

In addition to the question about the “IS”, it is particularly important to ask about the “IS NOT” for localizing the problem and later resolving the cause:

- What exactly is the problem **not**?
- Where exactly can the problem **not** be observed?
- When exactly can the problem **not** be observed?
- How much is, or how many are, affected?

The analysis of the **differences** and **specifics** of the “IS” and “IS NOT” helps within the later cause analysis to detect possible causes as well as evaluating and eliminating them respectively.

It may be that **check questions** are also helpful, e.g.

- What information is missing or is still to be confirmed?
- What else can we add?
- Who else could give us information?
- How can we describe the information more precisely / better / more simply / more clearly?

Crucial in terms of the description of the problem is the overall **structuring and analysis** of the information. This covers, in particular, the

- **portrayal and analysis of the facts** (e.g. process charts, allocations, trends, etc.),
- **analysis of differences, specifics and connections** between these facts.
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The first – problem-oriented – part of the problem solving funnel begins in a precise, textual, description of the problem (chronologically, geographically, quantitatively, etc.) – the so-called fundamental problem. The necessity to formulate the problem as accurately as possible in one or more sentences calls for a reflective discussion within the team. The fundamental problem forms the entry into the second, cause-oriented part of the procedure.

Experience shows that several fundamental problems can arise, particularly where the problems are described in very vague terms and/or are complex. In such cases, it must be checked to what extent these fundamental problems are really independent of one another, and whether a separate cause analysis is possible. Specifically at the transition from the problem- to the cause-oriented part it has to be pointed out that although the procedure is described in a forward direction, in a specific application case recurrences are unavoidable – which may even be helpful in the context of a target-oriented procedure. The plausibility check of possible causes with the fundamental problem is such an example.

As part of the cause-effect analysis (D4), initially fundamental considerations (section 5.3.1, sub-step 6) are carried out, which means detecting the cause-effect-relationships and deviations (Is/Is not). Thereby possible causes are derived – based on the fundamental problem – and documented in a structured form (e.g. cause-effect-/Ishikawa-diagram, section 4.3) (cause localization).

- What possible causes are derived from the fundamental problem?
- Which of these possible causes most probably create the fundamental problem (using the facts situation to prioritize and select)?
- Does the possible cause appear plausible in light of the description of the symptoms and situation?

Furthermore, based on the most probable (direct) causes the root cause(s) is/are determined by querying the logical and functional relationships:

- What has actually caused the fundamental problem?

With the aid of the '5xwhy?' method (see section 4.4), through systematic querying both the combined effect of causative conditions (technical root cause) and the reasons for permitting the combined effect (managerial root cause) are to be determined and verified (section 3.1). Crucial in this respect is an in-depth understanding of the combined effect of the conditions and/or the reasons for their being permitted – in the context of a mathematical/physical equation or of procedures and rules of an organization. Here it is possible to speak either of the root cause as a combination of causative (collaborative) parameters or the root causes and their interaction – e.g. an increased stress with, at the same time, reduced strength (see section 5.3.1).

Once the technical root cause (TRC) is found after proving the connection between the causing conditions, the following question has to be raised:

- Why was the problem not detected?

First, this questions should be answered technically, e.g. product audits. By observing deeply it is possible to identify quickly causes in procedures and regularities of an organization (managerial root cause). The '5xwhy' method is also suitable for this purpose.

Often there are attempts to 'abridge' the procedure, i.e. suspicions are raised as early as the start of the description of the problem regarding possible causes – e.g. as a result of experiences with earlier comparable cases. In individual cases this can be quite promising or, due to obligations (e.g.
customer demand), it can be necessary. In any event, it is **absolutely imperative** to investigate such suspicions (hypotheses or "initial suspicion") by corresponding querying in the context of the relationships understood (collaborating and permitting). In these cases, too, the key evidence (why and how) must be produced. Essentially there is a danger that the path of gradual localization of the problem (problem solving funnel) is abandoned. Generally speaking it is advisable to document the suspicions that arise during the problem description and then to query again as part of the plausibility check of possible causes with the fundamental problem.

### 3.2 Managerial Root Cause

Why is it important to look for reasons that go beyond technical causes?

There are generally two reasons:

a) Problems that occur in accordance with similar "pattern" should be prevented.

b) Each problem solving case is an opportunity to improve management systems and the organization.

These underlying causes are referred to as "Managerial Root Causes." "Managerial" encompasses both systemic aspects and leadership aspects, or a combination of the two.

The **systemic root cause** encompasses all causes that can be found in the management system (e.g. QM system) and/or the **business processes**.

The first step is to analyze which specific requirements/specifications from the direct surrounding of the product/process are causing the problem. Based on this analysis, any missing requirements/specifications must then be drawn up and incorrect requirements/specifications must be revised, e.g. an error analysis that has not been carried out in the FMEA or tolerances that were not specified in the order specification. This is illustrated by the "management system" block in figure 3.3.

This first step in the systemic cause can be identified and remedied by 8D teams. In practice, the causes described below can only be identified and remedied jointly by teams and managers from the affected entity.

![Figure 3.3: Managerial Root Cause (MRC)](image)

The second stage of the systemic cause is to investigate whether a fundamental root cause can be found in a supporting business process. This means that higher-level regulations/requirements must be analyzed. For example, the procedure for creating an FMEA, the procedure for engineering change requests or the product/process release procedure.

In addition to the systemic causes described above, other **leadership causes** often play a role. These causes can be divided into those relating to **personnel** and those relating to the **organization**.
Personnel causes are all issues that affect associate deployment and qualifications and may include causes in knowledge and competence management, workplace ergonomics and task complexity.

Organizational causes relate to how parts of the organization work together and how responsibilities are defined, e.g. are there regular meetings between two departments? How is communication between the lead plant and production plants maintained? Who is responsible for providing approval? Is knowledge exchanged between sites, including via exchange of associates if applicable?

In practice, the topic areas are difficult to distinguish and often overlap. However, in the root cause analysis it is not crucial to find a root cause for every block in figure 3.3. It is more important to find out which main reasons from the "managerial" area are responsible for the fundamental problem so as to prevent similar errors from occurring in future. Figure 3.4 show by way of example starting points for these topic areas.

In order to eliminate the "Managerial Root Causes," it is often possible to implement either a systemic or a leadership measure. For example, introducing a checklist would be a systemic measure, while pooling teams together in the same space would be a leadership measure.

Systemic measures usually increase complexity in the company, which in turn often makes it difficult to adhere to rules and standards. In contrast, it is often difficult, or takes a long time, to prove the effectiveness of leadership measures. These aspects must be weighed up against one another and decided upon in specific cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Managerial Root Causes</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Management system</strong></td>
<td>Specifications for the product/process, e.g. work plan, FMEA, CP, order specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause relates to the immediate surroundings of the product/process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business processes</strong></td>
<td>Higher-level rules, e.g. checklist for product or process approval, PEP, central directives, procedures, work instructions, standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause relates to the supporting business processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personnel</strong></td>
<td>Associate deployment, use of associate skills, associate induction, knowledge management, competence management, training systems, associate development, personnel management, personnel development, working environment, ergonomics, decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel deployment and qualifications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization</strong></td>
<td>Establishing an operating unit (organizational, spatial), responsibilities (RASIC) in product and process approval, interfaces between development and sales, cooperation between lead plant and production plant, standard agenda in regular meetings, managing capacity and resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfaces, cooperation, responsibilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.4: Topic areas of "Managerial Root Causes"
4 Basic Methods

The fundamental problem solving methods are listed in the problem solving funnel (figure 3.2) allocated to the corresponding tasks. These methods help in the systematic procedure and structure the basic issues and results.

4.1 Facts Collection

The key questions “what, where, when, who and how many” have proven to be helpful collecting the facts in a structured way. The answers to the basic questions (see section 3)

- **What** exactly is the problem?
- **Where** exactly is the problem observed?
- **When** exactly is the problem observed?
- **Who** observed the problem for the first time?
- **How** often exactly does the problem occur? **How much/many** is/are affected? ('extent')

are documented in tabular form under the so called "Is"-column. The problem is thus described **clearly and in a structured manner** based on **facts** (no suspicions or opinions) (see tasks in the problem solving funnel, figure 3.2).

Similar issues under the heading "The problem is not" are used for further **localization** or **demarcation**, i.e. the search is for a comparable/similar

- **What** (situations, processes, sequences, functions, defects, deviations, errors)
- **Where** (countries, regions, plants, departments, processes, lines, workplaces, work steps, positions on the object)
- **When** (months, weeks, days, times/periods, shifts, chronological rhythms)
- **Scale** (quantities, quantity-based discrepancies/rhythms, intervals)

that are not, but could be, affected by the problem. Important here is the stress on the second clause "but could be", i.e. only **relevant areas** are included in the demarcation, otherwise one would become lost in the variety of possibilities. The template listed in Appendix 2 (table A2) has been augmented by some issues that arise particularly in relation to product problems (section 5.3).

References to or indications of possible causes can arise, in particular, from differences, special features and changes between "Is" and "Is not".

- There must be at least one **difference / special feature**, otherwise the is-not areas would also be affected by the problem.
- There must have been at least one **change**, otherwise the problem would always have been there and not occurred only now.

Helpful for recording the changes, for example, is a supplementary representation of all one-off and regular events on a timeline (flow chart, see section 4.2). As part of the cause analysis, the collecting of facts can be used for checking the plausibility of possible causes (**check question**):

- How is the respective "Is" and "Is not" explained for a possible cause of the problem?
### Problem Solving

#### Collection of facts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date/Version</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Collection of facts</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>IS-Not (but could be?)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Proceeding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.1:** Facts collection table (see appendix 2)

Phrasing the fundamental problem (actual problem) – if possible in one sentence – shall be the result of the thorough facts analysis.

#### 4.2 Flow Chart

Flow charts are used either to represent a **chronological sequence of events** (chronology of events, history chart) and/or the **chronological change of parameters** (flow charts for facts analysis regarding deviations/influencing factors). Both types of descriptions are used, among other things, for condensed documentation and an analysis of differences, special features and changes over the course of a problem situation (see section 4.1).

The representation of event sequences – e.g. in the form of flow charts or flow diagrams [EWQ-05] – are aimed at

- clear visualization,
- review of the combined effect (logic),
- review of interrelations and/or relationships,
- completeness check.
4.3 Cause-Effect Diagram (Ishikawa Diagram)

Generally speaking, cause-effect diagrams (also known as fishbone or Ishikawa diagrams) are used for clear structuring of the possible causes allocated to an effect (problem) [Ishi90, EWQ-05]. Structuring corresponds to branching and thus a subdivision of the possible influencing factors (tree structure, causal chains).

The simplest type of diagram is produced by brainstorming with subsequent structuring of the information [EWQ-05]. A further type of structuring is done in accordance with [Ishi90] according to the specific process steps. Each step represents a branch with the respective influencing factors.

The other type of structuring is performed according to the influencing factors that are possible in principle, such as materials, equipment (machines or tools), working methods or processes and/or the persons performing them (men), as well as environment (environmental influences). This gives rise to the 5M as a collective term for possible influencing factors – subsequently augmented by the terms measurement and management. The 7M are used, beyond structuring, in the sense of a creativity method with regard to possible causes to think in terms of all directions that are possible in principle.
Within problem solving at Bosch, the Ishikawa Diagram is not used as a brainstorming method for possible causes, but to **structure possible causes**, which have been identified through the facts collection and successive fundamental considerations (cause-effect-relationships). The 5M or 7M structure helps to see if it is complete, which means that all **fundamental parameters** have been considered.

- Visualizing factors
- Reviewing all factors and evidence concerning their possible relation with the problem
- Detecting and prioritizing the direct causes using the **5xwhy** method

### 4.4 5xWhy?

The **core question** of the problem solving "Why has the problem occurred" is the starting point for the "**5xwhy**" (5W) method. As part of the Toyota production system, the method likewise stands for a disciplined and acricbic procedure [Toyo08]. The starting point for its application is a probable cause (see figure 3.2) which it is important to explore and confirm with the aid of 5W.

All further questioning after the why leads further back in the process chain or sequence (collaborating) and thus ever deeper into the organization and its behavior (permitting). The number 5 is merely an empirical value that has given rise to the name of the method. The required number of why steps depends, among other things, on the starting point, the complexity of the problem, and the discipline and experience of the users.

The **possible measures** for resolving the problem vary greatly after each why step – i.e. increasing depth of the cause analysis – in terms of the nature and importance of the problem. The deeper the analysis, the more far-reaching are the measures. Crucial when searching for the cause of the problem is the question of whether the corresponding measure rules out any risk of the problem recurring. Only if the corresponding measure also avoids similar causes - in principle and systematically - in terms of collaborating and permitting has the **root cause** really been found, and the 5W chain can be ended.

![5xwhy diagram](image)

**Figure 4.4: "5xwhy?"**

The **application** of 5W requires appropriate experience and care:

- The **logic chain** must be based on **facts** – assumptions, suspicions or unclear formulations are not allowed (see Appendix 2, table A4).
• For both querying and the answer, **short but grammatically complete, comprehensible sentences** with simple words must be written down.

• In principle, there are several possibilities for the question after the why. Where there are multiple answers at the why level, there is branching into paths that are to be looked at separately. These should be arranged in a **tree structure** (e.g. visualized in graphical form), verified systematically and then ruled out as applicable.

• The **effect chain** must be **closed**, i.e. "remain at the object and its cause-effect relationships" and thus not skip over any logical steps (ensure relationship to the problem).

• The transition to the next why step requires that the answer to the preceding why has really been found. This is ultimately only possible with a key, doubt-free **reversal of the why steps** (logic check also in reverse: "therefore" or "because").

![Figure 4.5: "5xwhy?" – example](image)

Supplementary references to formulations when carrying out the "5xwhy" method are listed in Appendix 2 (table A4).
5 Problem Areas and Detailed Procedures

Generally, problems can be subdivided into three problem areas (figure 5.1):

- Product problems (e.g. problems regarding the verification/validation of prototypes, 0-km faults, field problems).
- Manufacturing process problems (e.g. production sequence, assembly, materials provision),
- Problems in the indirect areas (e.g. controlling, human resources)

Figure 5.1: Procedure and problem areas

Step D4 has already been subdivided as early as the basic procedure (problem solving funnel, figure 3.2).

- Deriving possible causes,
- Determining the root cause.

Due to the complexity, and based on eligibility to the solution to be worked out, the subdivision of step D4 for the area of the product problems is carried out in the form of explicit substeps (section 5.3):

- D 4.1: Cause analysis – fundamental considerations,
- D 4.2: Cause-effect relationship.
5.1 Problems in the Indirect Area

In principle, a distinction is drawn between "direct personnel capacities" (activity is dependent on the production volume and thus directly affected by employment fluctuations), and "indirect personnel capacities" (activity is not dependent on the production volume and thus not directly affected by employment fluctuations) [CAO-11].

On that basis, a distinction is drawn between direct areas:
- direct processes/activities on materials (not data media),
- e.g. processing, assembly, transport

and indirect areas:
- activities related to planning, control, monitoring or information processing in which only information is exchanged or processed,
- e.g. controlling, human resources, work planning, production control, logistics planning.

For problems in the indirect area a problem solving sheet for indirect areas was drawn up based on the procedure described in section 3.

5.1.1 Procedure – Problem Solving Sheet for Indirect Areas

The individual steps in the problem solving sheet for indirect areas (figure 5.2) correspond, with the exception of the immediate measures (D3) step, to the 8D method. In addition to the title (corresponds to D1), the sheet is subdivided according to the "CCST phases" (figure 3.1). The left-hand part of the sheet is given over entirely to the problem description with the steps symptom description, problem localization and description of current state (D2). The upper right-hand part of the sheet is subdivided into cause localization and analysis of the root cause for the cause-effect analysis (D4). Steps D5 to D8 (solution, effectiveness, standardization, completion) are displayed in the upper right-hand part of the screen. This subdivision was deliberately chosen in view of the importance of the problem description and the cause-effect analysis. The description below corresponds to the contents of the references to the problem solving sheet for indirect areas [Kais10].

The Problem Solving Sheet (PSS) is both guidance for and documentation of problem solving in indirect areas.

The decision whether or not to solve a problem using the PSS should be made on basis of department-specific criteria (e.g. recurrence of defects / mistakes, endangered goal achievement, affected core process, effects on internal/external customers, etc.)

The systematic problem solving approach at Bosch is based on 8D logic. In the PSS, the PDCA control loop is closed two times: (1) by assuring the achievement of the target state; and (2) by assuring improvement of the standards.

At Bosch there is an expectation to completely understand the problem and its root causes. Cause and effect relationships have to be determined. If the true root cause is understood, we can find lasting solutions and avoid reoccurrence; derive improvements for other products, processes or areas; and integrate them into standards.
Managers are responsible for problem solving in their area. In order to use the PSS correctly, basic problem solving knowledge and experience are necessary. The PSS is not just another form to quickly fill out. Practice and experience are necessary to master the PSS and the problem solving process. Ideally, associates are coached and supported by their managers.

PSS Hints:

Title
The title completely and concisely describes the problem from the perspective of those impacted. The responsible executive sponsor nominates a responsible topic owner and installs a team, if necessary. The executive actively supports the associates in their problem solving efforts. The focus of the approach is the determination of the cause of the problem.

Symptom Description
The symptom description must provide a clear picture of the current state and the target state to all involved. To achieve this, it is necessary to collect and to confirm facts, as well as describe them unambiguously. Sketches and pictures help create a consistent view for everyone, e.g. by describing or visualizing past events. In addition, a target in the form of an ideal future state is to be formulated in this step.

Problem Localization
The narrowing down or localization of the problem via leading questions aims to eliminate non-relevant areas. In the process location, time and frequency of occurrence are scrutinized (what, where, when, how) and documented in a structured way (is / is not).
Description of Current (Actual) State:
The description of the current (actual) state, along with the analysis of differences, special aspects and relationships from the problem localization, leads to the fundamental problem – the narrowed down problem (in terms of time, location, quantity, etc.) clearly distinguished from unaffected areas. The fundamental problem constitutes the transition from the problem-oriented to the cause-oriented part of the PSS.

Cause localization
In order to narrow down possible causes, the PSS includes a cause-and-effect diagram, a time-tested method. Based on the fundamental problem, possible causes are derived in a structured way. Possible groupings are given in the diagram as main branches: man, machine, method, material and environment. These branches can be changed (e.g. into management, organizational structure, etc.) or expanded, as appropriate.

Root Cause Analysis
Those possible causes which seem most probable can be narrowed down in a first step through a logic check by asking a few key questions:

• Is this probable cause consistent with the results from the problem localization (the problem is / is not)?
• Do the facts and current state description seem plausible assuming this is the cause?

The resultant most probable causes (typically one to three) are scrutinized (applying the “5 x Why” method) yielding the root cause (verified through “why ... therefore ...” forward and backward logic statements).

Countermeasures
Occasionally various countermeasure options or paths are open for selection. It is essential not to create a new uncontrolled state. It is imperative that countermeasures are chosen based on how well they achieve the target state and sustainably eliminate the root cause.

Effectiveness
A procedure has to be defined that concretely checks the effectiveness of the countermeasures (measurement criteria and method, schedule, etc.). It is management’s responsibility to control and personally check the effectiveness of the countermeasures.

Standardization
In addition to achieving a target state, the executive makes sure that the improved standards (target state) are communicated and used.

Completion
After signing in the completion cell, the executive sponsor and the topic owner confirm that the target state is completely achieved.
5.2 Manufacturing Process problems

Process problems are deviations in a production or logistics process that are not dependent on the characteristics of a product being made or transported. The procedure described in section 3 also applies for this purpose. The Bosch Production System (BPS) is a system for continuous further development, improvement of and change to production and production-related processes with the aim of waste-free procedures. "In point CIP, the management process for identifying priority problems in production and logistics and providing a long-term remedy for them is described within the BPS" [BPS-06]. One of the key elements of point CIP is "sustained problem resolution". "The problem solving sheet developed specially for the purpose can be used as a tool for structured implementation of the problem solving process" [BPS-06].

5.2.1 Procedure – BPS Problem Solving Sheet

The 9 individual steps of the procedure are set out in the BPS problem solving sheet (figure 5.3). These steps correspond largely to the 8D method (figure 3.1). The problem description (D2) is subdivided into the collection of facts and data analysis. The terms of fundamental problem, technical and managerial root cause and causes for occurrence and non-detection are added to the problem solving sheet. With these additions the problem solving sheet is inline with the PS approach.

Figure 5.3: BPS problem solving sheet [BPS-06]
5.2.2 Example – Process Problem
5.3 Product Problems

Product problems are conformity- or function-related deviations of a target (e.g. specification) in the form of an error ("non-fulfillment of a requirement" [DIN-05]), defect ("non-fulfillment of a requirement in relation to intended or defined use" [DIN-05]), failure (non-fulfillment of a requested function) or error status ("status of a unit in which it is unable to fulfill a requested function ..." [FMEA06]). These deviations can manifest themselves during the entire lifecycle of a product – during design (e.g. during testing/validation), manufacture (e.g. in the production process) or the application (e.g. application, 0-km problem, field problems).

The causes underlying the problem can also arise from the overall lifecycle of the product – design (e.g. an error when taking into consideration a customer requirement), manufacture (e.g. an error when securing a production process parameter that is definitive for the product features) or the application (e.g. storage, transport or use in an environment not provided for the product). The more causes that come together from these lifecycle phases, the more these causes act in combination, and the more varied their interactions (figure 5.4), the more complex the problems are.

This variety and complexity give rise to the special claim to resolving product problems with the necessity of understanding the collaboration. The procedure is therefore aimed at understanding the causes and their functional relationships and effects on the basis of understood design and understood production processes according to the principles of product engineering (PE) [PEHB10]. In problem solving (PS), areas of cause-effect relationships that have either not been understood or looked at to date (so-called "white spots") are identified (steps D2 and D4). As part of the solution (steps D5 and D6), the gaps in knowledge with respect to these areas are closed ("well understood cause-effect relationships") and transferred to other products and / or processes (step D7) (figure 5.5).
5.3.1 Procedure

In the case of product problems, intensive dealing with the product itself and/or its components and functions, as well as with its environment and associated processes is of particular importance. As with presence at the site of the cause (the 'scene of the crime') or at the place where the problem was discovered (the 'place of finding'), so too in this case it is crucial to get a picture of the object ('victim') and its status. In order, for example, to describe the problem in comprehensible terms for all those involved it is necessary to have the 'parts on the table'.

A crucial factor in terms of resolving product-related problems is an understanding of the relationships based on the existing active principles [Pahl07, Lind08, PEHB10]: "The physical incident, through the existence of physical effects and by determining geometric and material features, is brought into a cause-effect relationships which requires that the function is fulfilled in the sense of a task definition". [Pahl07]

Characteristic of product problems is the effect of influences from the product generation phases design, manufacture and application that may have been concealed/disguised (see figure 5.4). Crucial for product problems is therefore the targeted use of information from the entire product lifecycle: "What do we know about the design, manufacture and application, including the respective boundary conditions?" (figure 5.6).

The complexity of the problem as a consequence of the number and interdependencies of causes becomes greater the more distant chronologically and geographically the causes are from the discovery of the problem (extreme case: field failure). As the complexity increases, the necessity for
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– but also the difficulty of – a clear problem description and structure increases. So it is all the more important to query the sequence of events along the product generation process in terms of facts, indices and possible causes (timeline, figure 5.6).

The basic procedure for resolving product problems is represented in figure 5.7. In addition to the known steps D2 and D4, the issues in respect of the aforementioned product generation phases that occur during the entire procedure are listed. To start D4.1, the cause-effect analysis (D4) oriented to the object, in particular, is based on a very detailed facts analysis of the problem (D2). By doing so, possible causes are determined by “putting myself into the object” and using its function and effect. A delta examination for comparing target and actual situations leads directly to fact-based possible causes for the problem.

During the delta examination the effects on the object are analyzed by searching towards the inside and outside direction (figure 5.8). Searching toward the outside direction investigates the interaction between the system (How/where is the object assembled? How should it operate?) and the environment (How are the environmental conditions? Consider how these conditions influence the object/system?). Searching toward the inside direction investigates the interaction between the configuration/design (Of what does the object consist? What does the function depend on?) and the product’s production (How was the object produced? How was the function realized?) By doing so, strength and stress are compared or functionality and its tolerance.

Figure 5.7: Basic procedure for resolving product problems
Experience has shown that this type of cause analysis requires support by a coach or expert experienced in both product engineering and problem solving – but that even then it is far more targeted and effective. The transition from D2 to D4, above all, is one of the most difficult steps. This is linked to the question of whether the fundamental problem was identified with sufficient precision to facilitate the nomination of the object necessary for the cause analysis.

### 5.3.2 Guideline Product Problems

The procedure for resolving product problems, which was augmented by the approaches of Product Engineering, is presented for steps D2 (problem description) and D4 (cause-effect analysis) in the form of a structured guideline (figures 5.9 to 5.11), and is described below in its individual steps. This guideline is intended, in particular, as an introduction to working on product problems in a team, e.g. in the form of a DIN-A0 printout and explanation by an experienced problem solving coach.
Figure 5.9: Guideline on the procedure for solving product problems (D2)
Figure 5.10: Guideline on the procedure for solving product problems (D4.1)
Figure 5.11: Guideline on the procedure for solving product problems (D4.2)
As part of the problem description (D2), a comprehensive description of the situation and an extended collection of facts must be drawn up, taking into consideration the existing and/or expected product and process information. The aim is to localize the fundamental problem being processed by a clear description which structures the symptoms (chronologically, regionally, quantitatively, etc.) and by clear demarcation of the areas not affected by the problem (figure 5.9). The sub-steps 1 to 5 explain the problem description and its methodical aids: visualizations, analysis of the object, structure and/or system structure, process description and collection of facts. The sequence within the sub-steps of D2 can vary. Methods beyond this which can be applied according to the facts situation are mentioned in each case in the "Further methods" column.

The possible causes in relation to the fundamental problem are to be derived during the cause-effect analysis (D4). The special feature of the procedure for product problems are the component- and/or function-oriented questions – the so-called fundamental considerations – for deriving possible causes (D4.1). This way of looking at the situation is based on the approach of Bosch Product Engineering. A product-oriented approach is thus upstream of the conventional, hypothesis-oriented procedure so that on the one hand an understanding of the product is called for and promoted, and on the other the number of required hypotheses is kept to a minimum and/or their quality improved. The sub-steps 6 and 7 describe the fundamental considerations and their methodical aids: delta examination, question model, Ishikawa diagrams (figure 5.10).

Within the scope of determining the cause-effect relationship (D4.2), the plausibility of the possible causes and/or their exclusion must first be verified. In accordance with the function-oriented procedure and the claim "I want to understand the problem and its causes fundamentally" (figure 2.1) it is important to first determine and evaluate the relevant parameters (prioritize). By using the 5xwhy questioning technique (5xwhy & how) for a deeply cause analysis, the technical root cause (TRC) and the managerial root cause (MRC) are to be determined and verified in reverse. The sub-steps 8 and 9 describe the analysis of the cause-effect relationship, consisting of the selection of probable causes, determination of the root cause, and the subsequent documentary evidence (see Figure 5.11).

In addition to the basic procedure (section 3) and/or the specifications for the indirect area (section 5.1) and process problems (section 5.2), the following aspects are characteristic of the solution of product problems:

**D2**
- Accompanying analysis of the object (by experts)
- Structure and/or system structure as an aid for the "entry point" for the cause analysis
- Extended facts collection based on Kepner-Tregoe

**D4**
- Determining possible causes based on fundamental considerations
  - entry point with delta examination
  - search directions similar to an understanding of content/function
- Evaluating possible causes with evidence of target / actual / deviations
- Use/determination of functional relationships (cause-effect relationship) by "5xwhy and how"
## D2 (problem description) – visualizations

### Photo

#### Example: Failure on Manufacturing Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure Cause</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machine</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch Change</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Original value sequence [EWQ-05]

### Pareto analysis [EWQ-05]

### Correlation diagram [EWQ-05]

### Objective

- **Clear**, easily understandable (if possible self-explanatory) description of the circumstances
- **Rapid** exchange of information between all those affected and those involved
- **Concise** representation of symptoms, including data analyses
- **Limited room for interpretation** by avoiding textual descriptions

### Tasks

- **Drawing up** pictures (documentation of facts)
- **Transfer** of existing information to graphical representations
- **Creation** of new information by a graphical analysis of existing data

### Methods

- **Photographing, sketching, drawing**
- Representation of statistical analyses
  (e.g. original value sequence, histogram, Pareto analysis, correlation diagram, etc. [EWQ-05])
- Representation of events and/or changes along a **timeline** (history chart)

### Result

- Consolidated, visualized basis in fact
### Objective
- Clearly identified **picture of damage** with the extent of damage (e.g. overload fracture) [Roos08]

### Tasks
- **Planning the analysis** (sequence and priorities), e.g. in order not to destroy information
- **Analysis of the objects** (e.g. faulty products) and their picture of damage by experts
- **Comparison of stress** (operating conditions, operation, ambient conditions, life cycle of damaged part) and **strength** (material, manufacture) [Roos08]

### Methods [Schm05, Roos08]
- **Macroscopic analysis**: e.g. run-up colors, corrosion effect, picture of damage (breakage areas and morphology), destruction-free test procedures (e.g. X-ray or ultrasound)
- Where applicable, **microscopic analysis** (e.g. micrographs, scanning electron microscope, computer tomography)

### Result
- Statements on the **picture of damage** (breakage morphology) and, where applicable, strength (e.g. micrograph)
- Decision for **accompanying tests** during D2 and D4 (e.g. in respect of strength)
### Problem Solving

#### D2 (problem description) – system structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>axial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-Ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(green Ø10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nut Ø 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-Ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(black Ø11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>molding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Structure (e.g. from drawing)**

**System structure** [PEHB10]

#### Product problem – sub-step 3

**Examples**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sealing principle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sealing surfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Structure and associated functions (e.g. sealing)**

**Function description "sealing"**

- Basic function "sealing": Closed contact area, which contains maximum allowed loopholes at pressure infiltration, which are smaller than the smallest molecule of the medium.

### Objective

- Clarified and described **design/functional structure, relationships and interfaces** of the product

### Tasks

- Determining the **design structure**
- Determining the **functional structure**
- Allocating system elements and functions (illustrating tasks of the system elements in the form of functions)

### Methods

- **Analysis of the design documents** (drawings, parts lists, FMEA, process descriptions, etc.)
- **Analysis of the system structure** (hierarchical division starting from the product through to products, assemblies and design elements), where applicable, analysis of the system structure with function network [PEHB10]
- **Mutual illustration of components and functions**

### Result

- **Entry point within the product ("object") for D4.1** (object behavior, delta examination, cause-effect relationships)
## D2 (problem description) – process description

**Example**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplier D</th>
<th>Supplier C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA 6.6</td>
<td>Injection molding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>Drying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drying</td>
<td>Ultrasonic welding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection molding</td>
<td>Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drying</td>
<td>Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasonic welding</td>
<td>Storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly in Booster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpacking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly hose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly in Booster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpacking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly hose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Objective
- Clear representation of **logical** and/or **chronological sequences** (e.g. processes), events in relation to the condition and/or use of the product

### Tasks
- Describing the **manufacturing processes** and the **application** – also, where applicable, of the **design process**  
  (consideration of the **guiding questions** from figure 5.7)
- Consideration and representation of **influencing factors** and **stresses** or influences of the **strength** of the product

### Method
- **Flow chart** in accordance with section 4.2 – **agreed with those affected and involved**

### Result
- Clear process chart in respect of the possible **occurrence** or **detection** of the problem as a basis for collecting facts and subsequent examinations
Problem Solving

D2 (Problem description) – facts collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>?</th>
<th>is</th>
<th>is not</th>
<th>D &amp; C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>what</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>when</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>who</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how many</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fundamental Problem:

D & C … Differences and Changes

Template for product problems (Appendix 2, A2)

Objective
- Delimited, localized and consolidated facts

Tasks
- Document facts in structured format (areas affected and those not affected)
- Analyzing and documenting the differences, special features and chronological changes between the areas affected and those not affected
- Formulating the fundamental problem (if possible one or several sentences as an overall finding of the facts collected)
- Allocation of the fundamental problem to the system structure as an entry point ("object") for the subsequent cause analysis (D4.1)

Methods
- Collection of facts (see section 4.1) with the addition of specific guiding questions regarding product problems – agreed with those affected and involved
- If necessary, recurrences (collection of facts does not mean a guarantee of the correct fundamental problem)

Result
- Consolidated facts basis in a document, including formulated fundamental problem
## D4.1 (cause analysis) – fundamental considerations

**Target:**
- How must the object function correctly?
- What is expected from the object?
- What is the capability of the object?

→ Cause and effect relationship

**Actual status:**
- What is now different?
- Where are deviations from the specification?

**Entry point & delta examination**

**Fundamental considerations**

**Objective**
- **Possible causes derived** on the basis of an understanding of the content/function

**Tasks**
- **Delta examination** (target-actual comparison) with querying of the cause-effect relationships based on questions regarding the effects – external and internal

**Methods**
- **Fundamental considerations**: Question model with two integrated search directions (inside and outside) and with object- or function-oriented guiding questions. In this respect, both the inner object status (structure and manufacture) and the outer conditions (system structure and ambient conditions) are taken into account. The further search directions into the inner and/or outer object are derived according to the facts situation – for each analysis step (i.e. at each level of the system structure) it is important to decide again where the search is heading.
- **Delta examination**: Examination of the respective object target situation (cause-effect relationships which describe the correct functionality of the object), the actual status and the specific description of the deviations
- **Derivation of possible causes** by an analysis of the facts from D2 in combination with the results of the fundamental considerations and associated delta examination

**Result**
- **Possible causes** with regard to the changed stress and/or strength or effect on the function characteristics and/or their tolerances
D4.1 (Cause analysis) Documentation of possible causes / Completeness check

Objective

- **Structured documentation** and determination of further possible causes

Tasks

- **Documenting** possible causes
- **Completeness check** by determining further possible causes by querying the fundamental problem with 5M (creativity)
- Indicating **dependencies** and **interdependencies** between the possible causes
- Where applicable, subdividing into several documentations in accordance with the search directions (fundamental considerations) and/or in accordance with the sequence or process description (see D2).
  Subdivision into several diagrams (e.g. separated into strength and stress) facilitates, where applicable, **separate processing in teams with differing compositions**
  (e.g. strength with the focus on production, stress with the focus on application/operation) and the decision regarding the **integration of experts** for checking and completing the possible causes.
- **Taking into consideration** influences that affect the stress and strength

Methods

- **Ishikawa diagram(s)** (where applicable several, e.g. with regard to stress and strength)
- Where applicable, **effect diagram** (Ishikawa diagram with representation of interactions)

Result

- Possible causes documented in structured form and completed in Ishikawa diagram(s)
## D4.2 (Cause-effect relationship)
### Selection of probable causes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible causes</th>
<th>Detailed delta examination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target state</td>
<td>Actual state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation (∆)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causes for the deviation (evidence)</td>
<td>Result</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Search direction (stress resp. strength due to fundamental problem):

- Probable causes
- Detailed delta examination regarding probable causes (Appendix A3)

### Objective
- **Possible causes prioritized** and **plausibility checked**

### Tasks
- **Substantiated, comprehensible selection** of probable causes

### Methods
- Evaluating and plausibility checking (**questioning technique**) and identifying the possible causes (Ishikawa diagram):
  - which causes are **possible**? (**yellow**)
  - which causes are **excluded by evidence**? (**green**)
  - which causes are **plausible and probable** (**red**)?
- **Documented**, fact-based **evidence** for exclusion.
- **Detailed delta examination** of the probable causes (target, actual, deviation, evidence) as a basis for subsequent determination of the root cause:
  1. Query target and substantiate where applicable
  2. Document deviation (observe measuring system)
  3. Objective evidence by existing data or by determining (targeted test, DoE)
  4. Document further steps
- **Prioritizing** possible causes using the findings obtained D2 and D4.1

### Results
- **Probable causes**
- **Decisions** regarding further investigations (e.g. substantiated tests)
## D4.2 (Cause-effect relationship) Determining the root cause

### Objective
- Root cause determined by verifiable – described logically and functionally – relationships ("cause-effect relationship")

### Tasks
- Determining logic and associated functions, starting from the probable cause

### Methods
- Description of the logical sequence of the probable cause as far as the root cause using "5xwhy?" (section 4.4): Why has the probable cause occurred, and is therefore the actual cause?
- Prove functional relationships within the logic chain: "How do the (process) parameters interact?"
- Evidence based on the available facts (e.g. from development) or through targeted tests (e.g. DoE, Shainin®, etc.)
- Confirmation of the root cause by conclusive "reverse evidence"

### Result
- Technical root cause (TRC) and managerial root cause (MRC)

The root cause as the result of the cause-effect analysis (D4) is the basis for the following steps for determining and introducing corrective actions (D5, D6) and a prerequisite for the introduction of preventive actions (D7) within the meaning of the Lessons Learned and/or standardization (see Appendix 1).
6 Lessons Learned

The purpose of "Lessons Learned" is to avoid duplicating work and ensure failures are not repeated, thereby increasing efficiency. This means that any knowledge acquired in the organization must be used extensively. This knowledge should be prepared and communicated accordingly. This rule applies to both knowledge of product or process development and to knowledge that arises from solving problems. That is why problem solving is specifically interlinked with the knowledge management approaches in the Bosch Product Engineering System (BES-KM) [BES-12].

After solving a product/process problem, the knowledge is available in the form of descriptions of Technical Root Causes (TRC), Managerial Root Causes (MRC), cause-effect relationships and measures. In order for the knowledge to be used across the organization, the lessons learned from an individual application (single case) must be transferred to general applications (broad base). For doing so, there are five elements necessary (figure 6.1):

- Description
- Distribution ("push")
- Standards
- Access ("pull")
- Networks

The requirement when preparing Lessons Learned is an **understandable description** (product-neutral and technical terminology) of cause-effect relationships and the formulation of instructions. The root causes must be abstracted from the individual problem case, with the recipient orientation the main concern. Instructions must be based on the questions "What should we do in future?" and "What should we not do in future?"
In order to ensure that Lessons Learned are communicated in a targeted manner (distribution) recipients must be identified who are likely to encounter a similar root cause. The following key questions may be helpful: "What else can the problem affect?", "Where else can the problem occur?", "When could the problem occur again?", "Who else can cause the problem?", "How much more damage can the problem cause?" (figure 6.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>?</th>
<th>can the problem additionally</th>
<th>hints / explanations (consider logic &quot;can not&quot;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>what</td>
<td>affect?</td>
<td>Similar applications regarding system / product / design elements / technology / production / assembly / process / method / business process ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where</td>
<td>occur?</td>
<td>Other production lines, plants, development locations, regions, climate, products, platform, customer applications, usage ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>when</td>
<td>occur?</td>
<td>New production lines, plants, development locations, regions, climate, products, platform, customer applications, usage ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>who</td>
<td>cause? (Who else can be affected by the problem?)</td>
<td>Other / new : supplier, associate / manager / process owner / user, trainer, …</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how many</td>
<td>damage?</td>
<td>Risk assessment, priorities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distribute to:

Figure 6.2: Questions to identify recipients

Once they have been prepared, Lessons Learned must be actively distributed ("Push"). The best way of sharing Lessons Learned is personal communication, e.g. regular meetings. Feedback on the applicability and, if relevant, implementation of Lessons Learned in the operating unit or in the recipient’s working environment is useful. For important cases, tracking of distributed cases has been proven to work in practice. To ensure further distribution Lessons Learned cases are typically provided in the form of a database.

Standards that result from implementation provide a basis for avoiding errors across the organization (e.g. design of standards, design guidelines, layout guidelines, process and production standards, standard training). Improving an existing standard is just as likely to achieve the goal as creating a new one.

Finally, the cause-effect relationships that have been learned and the organizational standards that have been developed are made available on a permanent basis. In the same way that knowledge is sent, databases are used to enable organizational access to the knowledge ("Pull").

Provision of (knowledge) networks is essential to exchanging, completing and implementing Lessons Learned. These networks include manufacturing networks, working groups (BEO-AK), Centers of Competence (CoC), Lessons Learned networks and PS networks.

As already mentioned in the principles (chapter 2), executives and managers are required to take an active role. Regarding Lessons Learned this includes leading associates through Lessons Learned, contributing their own personal expertise and making decisions about how to implement standards. Managerial participation is fundamental to the success of Lessons Learned.

For practical implementation purposes, the procedure is summarized in a guideline for step D7 of Lessons Learned and is divided into four tasks/sub-steps (see figure 6.3).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Sub-step</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Methodical tools</th>
<th>Further methods</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.   | Description | Generalize the root causes (with reference to the case) | A description of the Lessons Learned in technical language that will be widely understood | • Abstracting the root causes and solutions: from specific to general  
• Cause-effect relationships  
• Recommended procedure  
  | | | | | | Description of the Lessons Learned case |
| 2.   | Targeted communication | Identify, evaluate and prioritize the potential occurrence of problems with similar root causes | Decide where the knowledge from Lessons Learned will be communicated | • Questions about the potential occurrence for each root cause: | | |
|      |          | Communicate Lessons Learned (exchange experiences) | Inform all potentially affected entities | • Networks:  
  - Lessons Learned coordinators  
  - Bosch Experts Organization (experts, working groups, Center of Competence)  
  - PS and PE networks  
  - Manufacturing and product networks  
  - Other networks  
  - Databases and knowledge portals:  
    - Lessons Learned database  
    - IQIS  
    - FEBER | | |
|      |          | | | | | |
| 3.   | Implement preventative measures | Formulate and implement preventative measures for current and future processes and products | Prevent problems with similar root causes from occurring | • Standardization  
• Product and process specification  
• Management system (documents, directives, work instructions, test plans, standards etc.)  
• Design guidelines (BES):  
  • Product-specific design rules (e.g., CPS high-pressure pump)  
  • Higher-level design guidelines for product groups (e.g., pumps, seals), technology, methods and processes  
• Update and carry out training | • Checklists  
• FMEA  
• DRBFM  
• Control plan  
• Drawings  
• Parts lists  
• Order specifications | Updated designs, processes and standards |
| 4.   | Make knowledge available | Developed knowledge to be made available for other/future applications | Knowledge can be found and used for the right purpose | • Networks (see above)  
• Databases and knowledge portals (see above) | | |

Figure 6.3: Guideline for Lessons Learned of product problems (D7)
7 Further Problem Solving Methodologies

7.1 Problem Solving and Decision Making in Accordance with Kepner-Tregoe (KT)

Problem solving and decision making in accordance with KT are based on the systematic determination and description of causal relationships. The method is based on four "thinking patterns" (assessing and clarifying, relating cause and effect, making choices, anticipating the future) or the "four basic rational analysis processes" derived from them: situation appraisal, problem analysis, decision analysis, potential problem analysis [Kepn98].

The approach is characterized by structured questions, in particular the so-called W-questions (who, what, where, when, how much, how / in what way, why) and the exclusion of possible causes (is/is not) and by evaluations weighted subjectively. Also decisive in terms of a successful application of the method is its implementation and/or the responses to the aforementioned issues in the team. KT offers the opportunity to localize unclear, variously influenced problems systematically and evaluate them qualitatively.

Requirements

- Regardless of specific circumstances, applicable to any problems
- Solutions to problems based on a description of a situation using structured W-questions, as well as checklists and tables

Principle

- Application of four basic analysis processes (based on four "thought patterns") in teamwork

Course of action

1. Situation appraisal
   - Identify situation
   - Break situation down
   - Define priorities
   - Select an analysis/solution process

2. Problem analysis
   - Definition of deviation
   - Description of the deviation using W-questions: what, where, when, how much
   - Special features/differences (is/is not)
   - Changes (e.g. chronological)
   - Formation of hypotheses (possible causes)
   - Hypothesis test
   - Documentary evidence (review)

3. Decision Analysis
   - Definition of decision
   - Targets
   - Grouping targets (mandatory/optional)
   - Weighting optional targets
   - Develop alternatives
   - Compare alternatives
   - Provisional choice
   - Risk assessment
   - Make a decision

4. Potential problem analysis
   - Action plan
   - Identify potential problems
   - Causes – Measures – Information
7.2 Shainin®

The Shainin® method is used to improve product performance, product reliability, and process performance. The corresponding investigative strategies utilize observed extreme good/bad differences (contrasts between best of best BOB and worst of worst WOW) to identify the major source(s) (Red X®) of these contrasts [Shai07].

The underlying model describes the variation ($\Delta y$) of the target value ($y$) as a function of the variation ($\Delta x_i$) of input variables ($x_i$),

$$\Delta y = f(\Delta x_i) \quad (7.1)$$

and assumes that the observed extreme good/bad difference in $\Delta y$ are caused by only one or a few most influential input variable(s) and its/their variation (Pareto principle). In mathematical terms, the total variation (variance ($\Delta y^2$)) depends on the “strength” of this influence (given by the functional relationship between target value and input variables, expressed by $c_i$) and the variation of the input variables (expressed by the variances ($\Delta x^2_i$)):

$$(\Delta y)^2 = c_1^2 \cdot (\Delta x_1)^2 + c_2^2 \cdot (\Delta x_2)^2 + \ldots + c_n^2 \cdot (\Delta x_n)^2 + \varepsilon^2 \quad (7.2)$$

As a consequence, the search for the culprit(s) concentrates on one or only a few critical influences that have the highest impact (figure 7.1). Further information of the statistical background, limitations and statistical tools of Shainin® is provided in booklet 11 (Design of Experiments) of the Bosch booklet series “Quality Management in the Bosch Group” [DoE-10].
Problem Solving

Shainin® distinguishes between 5 different strategies depending on the type of failure (Malfunction Event, Destructive Event, Defect, Feature, and Property). They focus on the diagnostic process. A Shainin project is structured in seven project phases with the acronym FACTUAL™:

**Focus** – Leadership converts business problems into technical projects, assigns team resources, and establishes sponsorship.

**Approach** – The team collects facts, identifies y and dy/dx measurement systems, and selects the best strategy for the observed variation.

**Converge** – The team conducts a binomial type, converging investigation, which ends in the identifications of a suspect root cause(s) (Red X® candidate).

**Test** – With proof tests the team statistically confirms the Red X® candidate.

**Understand** – The team and product/process experts establish a detailed technical root cause with cause-effect relationship and underlying causes (“mother of the Red X®”).

**Apply** – Leadership, team, and experts select, validate, and implement corrective actions.

**Leverage** – Leadership drives lessons learned across the organization.

Shainin® certified leaders are known as **Rolling Top 5® Executive** or **Rolling Top 5® Manager** and are responsible for converting business problems into technical projects, team resource allocation, barrier removal and leveraging lessons learned.

Shainin® certified **Red X® Masters** are responsible for project coaching, and ongoing development of skilled problem solvers.

Shainin® certified problem solvers are known as **Journeyman**, or **Apprentice**, and are responsible for individual projects. A Journeyman is a proven problem solver and an Apprentice is a problem solver in training.

| Requirements       | • Available products and/or components  
|                    | • Carrying out tests |
| Principles         | • Pareto principle  
|                    | • Application of analysis methods  
|                    | • The most important influencing factors, or combinations thereof, are determined from a large number of potential influencing factors with as few tests as possible |
| Course of action   | • Definition of a measurable feature  
|                    | • Exclusion of possible causes (analysis of spot checks)  
|                    | • Targeted localization of the cause(s) by experimental investigations  
|                    | • Procedural model: FACTUAL™  
|                    | (Focus, Approach, Convergence, Test, Understand, Apply, Leverage) |
| Methods            | • Multivari chart  
|                    | • Paired comparisons™  
|                    | • Component search™  
|                    | • Concentration chart  
|                    | • Product/process search  
|                    | • Variable search™  
|                    | • Statistical test planning (test applying all factors) |

Figure 7.2: Overview Shainin®
7.3 Six Sigma

Six Sigma is used for the measurable improvement of processes and products based on data and facts [Harr97]. The term Six Sigma is used in many different ways. Its importance ranges from 'guiding principle' through to 'continuous improvement program' and 'collection of methods'. Sigma (Greek letter σ) designates standard deviation. A normally distributed process with a spread of 6σ corresponds (taking into consideration a mean value displacement of 1.5σ) to a failure rate of 3.4 failure per 1 million possible failures = 3.4 ppm (parts per million). Six Sigma could therefore also be characterized as a 'zero-defect program'.

Six Sigma is aimed not only at technical processes: it can also be used in business processes, e.g. in indirect areas. At the heart of the observations is measurable process performance and its improvement: e.g. lead time, costs, quality or yield. Six Sigma employs well known statistical methods and quality and project management. Crucial to the success of Six Sigma is the targeted integration of methods, support through training and introductory programs and their consistent, project-oriented application.

The focus is on the procedure - oriented to five project phases - for improving existing processes with the acronym DMAIC: Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control. This approach is comparable to known models for continuous improvement (e.g. PDCA) or procedures for problem solving (see Figure 3.1)

Define
Determining or defining the (customer) requirements and formulating the project goals.

Measure
Measuring and evaluating the performance of processes involved.

Analyze
Analyzing the processes for causes of failures.

Improve
Improving the processes by remedying or mastering the causes of failures.

Control
Checking and regulating to keep the process at a new, improved level.

An adapted procedure - Design for Six Sigma (DFSS) - is available for newly developed processes or products.

With Six Sigma, a number of possible methods based on one another are allocated to the project phases: e.g. affinity diagram, failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA), frequency diagram, hypothesis test, correlation diagram, creativity techniques, Pareto diagram, process yield, process flow chart, machine and process capability test, quality characteristic tree, control chart, regression analysis, cause-effect diagram, variance analysis, statistical test planning (design of experiment), progression chart.

Simple aids such as process representations help to create transparency regarding sequences and influencing factors. Systematically applied measuring and analysis tools provide information on the effects of control and disruptive factors on the process result (figure 6.1).

In addition to the project procedure described by the project phases and the methods, Six Sigma also describes the boundary conditions for the project organization, and thus specifies the structures required for project management.

Trained Six Sigma project managers known as black belts are responsible for the projects. They are supported by trained project associates and/or sub-project managers (green belts) and other project associates (yellow belts). The projects are commissioned, promoted and monitored by project sponsors. Black belts are method specialists. They undergo four weeks of intensive training in the
aforementioned methods and principles. Green belts are generally process and/or product specialists who are familiar with the most important methods after one to two weeks training.

![Six Sigma process model](image)

Figure 7.3: Six Sigma process model

By way of summary, Six Sigma can be characterized as follows:

- Applicable to all process types
- Focusing on customer requirements and business results
- Use of tried and tested methods for statistics and causal logic
- Acquisition of information through a statistical analysis of available data
- Measurable improvements based on figures, data and facts
- Structured, project-oriented procedure
- Consistent project management and controlling
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9 Glossary

For further terms see also the section "Definition of terms" in Appendix 1 (8D method)

**Active parameter [Wirkparameter] [PEHB10]**
Physical parameter with causal effect on a target parameter.

**Active principle [Wirkprinzip] [PEHB10]**
Basic physical or chemical law.

**Cause effect relationship [Wirkzusammenhang] [PEHB10]**
Quantitative dependence of a target parameter on an active parameter.

**Chain of effects [Wirkkette] [PEHB10]**
Sequence of cause effect relationships.

**Design element [Designelement] [PEHB10]**
The smallest component enclosed for fulfillment on one or more functions, consists of one or more parts. Examples: Valve seat, Coil-Spring, Printed Circuit Board (PCB), Bond.

**Functional structure [Funktionsstruktur] [PEHB10]**
Hierarchical arrangement of the system in functions and sub-functions.

**Indirect area [Indirekter Bereich]**
Activities related to planning, control, monitoring or information processing in which only information is exchanged or processed, e.g. controlling, human resources, work planning, production control, logistics planning.

**Load [Belastung] [PEHB10]**
Sum of mechanically, chemically, thermally and electromagnetically induced loads applied externally on the product.

**Process problem [Ablaufproblem]**
Deviation (fault, defect, failure, error status) of a production or logistics process from a defined target situation with an unknown cause, regardless of the characteristics of the product to be produced or transported.

**Product life cycle [Produktlebenszyklus] [PEHB10]**
Period of time a product passes through from product idea development across operation in field including diagnosis and maintenance to disposal after reaching its end of life or its decommissioning, respectively.

**Product problems [Produktproblem]**
Conformity- or function-related deviations of a target in the form of an error ("non-fulfillment of a requirement" [DIN-05]), defect ("non-fulfillment of a requirement related to an incident or specified use" [DIN-05]), failure (non-fulfillment of a requested function) or error status ("status of a unit in which it is unable to fulfill a requested function ...") [FMEA06]).

**Strength [Beanspruchbarkeit] [PEHB10]**
Maximum stress endurable by a design element for a specified amount of stress and for the damage/failure mechanism under consideration.

**Stress [Beanspruchung] [PEHB10]**
Local effects of the load within the design element with respect to the considered damage/failure mechanism, e.g. mechanical stress, induced voltage, temperature distribution, mass transfer during chemical reaction.
Appendix 1 – 8D-Method

A1.1 Purpose
This chapter describes the procedure for problem solving according to the 8D method.
The purpose of the 8D method is eliminating problems (problem = deviation from a defined target state) and therefore preventing the recurrence by:

- Lasting and systematic processing of internal and external problems by locating and eliminating the technical root cause as well as the systemic root cause and the leadership root cause (managerial root cause).
- Transfer the findings (lessons learned) to comparable business or production processes as well as products.

The core content of the 8D method is the identification of the fundamental problem, identifying and understanding of the root causes as well as sustainably eliminating these root causes. A comprehensible explanation is necessary for all steps.

A1.2 Terms and Definitions

**Cause [Ursache]**
Circumstances / event which causes an effect

**Conformity [Konformität]**
fulfilment of a requirement [EN ISO 9000:2005]

**Containment action [Sofortmaßnahme]**
Temporary measures, which keep the problem away from the customer / protect the customer from further incorrect products

**Corrective action [Korrekturmaßnahme bzw. Abstellmaßnahme]**
action to eliminate the root cause of a detected nonconformity or other undesirable situation

**Defect [Mangel]**
non-fulfilment of a requirement related to an intended or specified use [EN ISO 9000:2005]
**Problem Solving**

**Direct Cause [unmittelbare Ursache]**
selected and obviously valued cause for the fundamental problem (incl. target, actual, deviation, evidence) by prioritizing the possible causes and checking their plausibility.

**Failure [Ausfall]**
Non-fulfilment of a demanded function.

**Fundamental (Real) Problem [Grundproblem]**
Limiting description of the problem (chronologically, locally, quantitatively, etc) with differentiation of the areas not affected by the problem (in literatures and other descriptions the terms ‘Point of Cause’ and ‘Preliminary Defect Cause / Defect Location / Defect Type’ are also used).

**Leadership Root Cause [Ursache in der Führung]**
Root Cause in personnel (e.g. competence / qualification) and reasons in the organization (e.g. interface between organizational units).

**Managerial Root Cause, MRC [Managerial Root Cause]**
Reasons for interaction of causing conditions in the management system and the business process (systemic root cause) as well as in personnel and in the organization (leadership root cause).

**Nonconformity [Fehler]**
Non-fulfilment of a requirement [EN ISO 9000:2005]

**Objective evidence [Objektiver Nachweis]**
data supporting the existence or verity of something [EN ISO 9000:2005]

**Possible Causes [mögliche Ursachen]**
Likely causes for the fundamental problem derived on the basis of content oriented / functional understanding.

**Preventive action [Vorbeugungsmaßnahme resp. Vorbeugende Maßnahme]**
action to eliminate the cause of a potential nonconformity or other undesirable potential situation [EN ISO 9000:2005]

**Problem [Problem]**
Deviation (nonconformity, defect, failure, fault) from a defined target state or objective state with unknown cause.

**Problem Description [Problembeschreibung]**
Localizing, unambiguous structuring and description of the problem as well as the associated symptoms and boundary conditions (result: fundamental problem).

**Requirement [Anforderung]**
Need or expectation that is stated, generally implied or obligatory [EN ISO 9000:2005]

**Risk evaluation [Risikobewertung]**
Process of comparing the results of risk analysis with risk criteria to determine whether the risk and/or its magnitude is acceptable or tolerable [ISO 31000]

**Systemic Root Cause [Systemische Grundursache]**
Reasons in the management system (e.g. directives, FMEAs, drawings) and reasons in the business process (e.g. process of FMEA creation, quotation process).

**Technical Root Cause, TRC [Technische Grundursache]**
Reasons for admitting the interaction of causing conditions for the problem/fundamental problem, which are proven by logical (why?) and functional (how?) relations.
Figure A1.1: Funnel model as a basis of problem solving for the steps D2 and D4

Figure A1.1 shows the most important terms and definitions mentioned above concerning the 8D method described in the following. Starting from the problem first the fundamental problem has to be localized in line with the problem description. Based on that possible causes and direct causes are derived. These have to be confirmed by evidence to identify root causes.

A1.3 8D-Method

The 8D method is a procedure for the problem solving in 8 steps (8 disciplines). All 8 steps are to be processed within the problem solving. As needed the steps have to be run through recursive, i.e. the 8D method is set up new at a previous point with known and secured facts. The steps D1 to D3 can be processed in parallel.

Figure A1.2: 8D steps

D1: Establishing Problem Solving Team / Project
D2: Problem Description
D3: Containment Actions
D4: Cause and Effect Analysis
D5: Defining Corrective Actions and Proving Effectiveness
D6: Implementing Corrective Actions and Tracking Effectiveness
D7: Establishing Preventive Actions
D8: Final Meeting
A1.3.1 Description of the steps D1 to D8

A1.3.1.1 D1: Establishing Problem Solving Team / Project

Characteristic for the 8-D method is the problem solving within a team, consisting of persons who can contribute with their knowledge and abilities to the active problem solving. Also representatives of external customers or suppliers can be team members. The team leader puts the problem solving team together in cooperation with the sponsor (minimum “department head”), cares for the consistent application of the method and informs the sponsor (guarantees the team resources) as well as externals about the state of the problem solving. The composition of the team must be adapted if necessary during the steps D1 to D7. According to character and complexity of the problem the 8D method can be also executed in form of a project organization.

Result: Problem Solving Team, if necessary project organization

A1.3.1.2 D2: Problem Description

The problem description is the detailed description of the situation, facts collection, structuring and analysis of the problem (e.g. Situation and Problem Analysis according to Kepner-Tregoe). It limits the problem and separates it from not affected areas (e.g. describes which part of a product is affected or which production period). The description must be unambiguous, understandable and generally comprehensible. Documented evidence (e.g. flow diagrams, progression diagrams, parts, figures, drawings) are to be provided if necessary to the description and simplification of the problem analysis. The problem description must contain information which permits to reproduce the nonconformity. Within the problem description the target state is also explained and the interaction in the superior system is described.

For mass-produced products an overall history (Pareto Analysis regarding all customers over time) is recommended to be maintained in order to identify reoccurring problems. Also recommended are information from product creation (e.g. test results) as well as customer-based analyses. If other business or production processes and products are also affected these must also be taken into account.

A risk evaluation (e.g. according to IEC/ISO 31010) also begins with the problem description. This estimates the occurrence probability (e.g. number of complained parts covered to production period) and the damage magnitude (e.g. number of affected customers, safety, ...). If necessary a recommendation takes place for the further escalation. Effects on end user / vehicle / product have to be estimated to be able to initiate adequate containment actions in D3.

Result: Description of the Fundamental Problem (see also figure A1.1)

A1.3.1.3 D3: Containment Actions

Directly after a problem becomes known containment actions must be implemented in order to contain the effect of the problem with the objective that the customer furthermore gets, applies or delivers no non-conform products.

Examples for containment actions are putting lots on hold and sorting manufactured products, initiation of incoming inspection for delivered products, etc. Furthermore also products which are already on the transport to the customer, in intermediate stores or already at the customer side are to be taken into consideration. In addition, it must be ensured that information about the non-conformity is forwarded within the affected area (e.g. next shift) as well as to potential affected areas (e.g. other lines/plants). Containment actions must be documented together with the associated results. If no containment actions are possible, this has to be justified and to be documented. Before containment actions are implemented possible unrequested side effects should be assessed.

Result: Implemented Containment Actions incl. documentation and information
A1.3.1.4 D4: Cause and Effect Analysis

The cause and effect analysis determines why the problem could occur (technical reasons, systemic reasons and reasons related to leadership for the deviation) and why it has not been detected (non-detection). The root cause is determined if the reason for the deviation can clearly be identified, reproduced and proved.

The root cause includes:
- the interaction of causing conditions (TRC),
- the reasons why the concurrence of these conditions has been admitted (MRC).

![Figure A1.3: Definition of root causes (TRC and MRC, for examples see ‘Terms and Definitions’)](image)

The derivation of the root cause must be described comprehensively. The root cause must be verified, preferably by reproducing the non-conformity-occurrence (e.g. simulation or experiment) and the non-detection (e.g. with a test setup). If the verification is not possible, the reason why must be documented.

Failure Modes from FMEA must be taken into account. Examples of techniques, which can support the root cause analysis: Cause and Effect Diagram (Ishikawa), 5xwhy question technique, Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), Shainin, Six Sigma, Process Analysis (regarding MRC).

After the root cause has been determined and verified it has to be checked if the scope has to be extended (e.g. other products, lines, plants, units or customers); containment actions (D3) must be revised and if necessary adjusted regarding their effectivity.

After the identification of the root cause the risk evaluation will be closed, i.e. the occurrence probability and the damage size are determined (e.g. with number of produced parts in the production period, qualitative estimate, safety relevance, number of affected plants/customers, effect on other products/processes, ...).

Result: Documented derivation and description of the Root Cause (TRC and MRC) with evidence

A1.3.1.5 D5: Defining Corrective Actions and Proving Effectiveness

Definition of potential corrective actions to eliminate the root cause. Theoretical (e.g. DRBFM, FMEA, description of the changed process flow) and/or practical examination of the measures must be performed, in order to prove the effectiveness and prevent with objective evidence unrequested secondary effects. Selecting Corrective Actions to be implemented.

Result: Corrective Actions with effectiveness evidence
**Problem Solving**

**A1.3.1.6 D6: Implementing Corrective Actions and Tracking Effectiveness**

Implementation of the previously selected Corrective Actions, validation of the effectiveness after implementing and ensuring that there are no negative consequences. The results must be documented. Removal of the containment actions after introduction and verification of the corrective actions. For a later or earlier closing of the containment actions the reasons have to be documented.

Result: Established and in the effectiveness confirmed Corrective Actions, removal of the Containment Actions from D3 (if necessary after the agreement of the customer)

**A1.3.1.7 D7: Establishing Preventive Actions**

The occurrence of comparable problems in other business or production processes and products due to the identified root cause(es) must be prevented by:

- Review and update of the documentation (e.g. FMEA, Control Plan, drawings etc.)
- definition of appropriate measures in respect to the Quality Management System (documentations, procedures, work instructions, development/design policy, control plans, conduction of resulting trainings)
- Transfer of acquired expertise via a Lessons Learned Network (Standardization and implementing standard). A Transfer of acquired expertise into the Bosch Expert Organization (BEO) is recommended.

Any omission requires an explanation. It has to be assured, that the defined measures will be implemented.

Result: Updated standards, exchange of experience (Lessons Learned)

**A1.3.1.8 D8: Final Meeting**

The problem solving has to be assessed in a meeting with participation of possibly all involved persons. Prerequisite for the completion of the problem solving is the completion of the steps D1 to D7.

The steps D1 to D7 are reviewed in the whole flow of the problem solving process (feedback, improvement opportunities). The results must be documented.

For a complaint which refers to former or running problem solving with known root cause, the step D8 does not have to be executed again.

Result: Discussion/Debriefing and evaluation of the steps D1 to D7, conclusion of the problem solving with agreement of the involved persons and if necessary the customer, acknowledgment of the teamwork by the sponsor have taken place.
## Appendix 2 – Templates

### Table A1: Template Contracting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Contracting Problem Solving</th>
<th>Date:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Version:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **Case description**
   - **Title:**
   - **Short description:** (problem)

2. **Period**
   - **Start date:**
   - **End date (planned):**
   - **Review dates:**

3. **Objectives**
   - Root cause understood, proven and remedied standards derived and implemented
   - **Targets:**

4. **Organisation**
   - **Cost center (e.g. ext. analysis):**
   - **Responsible:**
   - **Date / signature:**
   - **Team:**
   - **Department:**
   - **Capacity %:**
   - **From:**
   - **Until:**
   - **Team leader:**
   - **Proxy:**
   - **Coach:**
   - **Sponsor:**
   - **Team member 1:**
   - **Team member 2:**
   - **Team member 3:**
   - **Team member 4:**
   - **Team member 5:**
   - **Team member 6:**
   - **Supportive functions:**
   - **Specific tasks, restrictions:**

5. **Signatures**
   - **Team leader date / signature:**
   - **Proxy of TL date / signature:**
   - **Coach date / signature:**
   - **Sponsor date / signature:**
   - **Supervisor team leader date / signature:**
   - **Supervisor proxy of TL date / signature:**
   - **Supervisor team members date / signature:**

---

Table A1: Template Contracting
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date/Version</th>
<th>Difference between IS and IS-Not (with proof)</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Changes</th>
<th>Proceeding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection of facts</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>IS-Not</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Problem:</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date/Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Object with defect (Supplier, plant, customer, application)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect at object (from analysis)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical is the object with defect observed</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In process is failure observed?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the object is the observed (from analysis)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occurred first, was observed or claimed the object with defect?</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Again trend, repetition, rhythm of occurrence</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In life cycle of the object is the defect observed</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who has observed the failure?</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many objects show the failure?</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much at the object is affected?</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many defects at the object?</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tendency, trend</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fundamental problem
Table A3: Detailed delta examination regarding probable causes (Template)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avoid terms like Assessing words</th>
<th>Alternatives for better description</th>
<th>Describe facts / add figures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>insufficient</td>
<td>What was insufficient?</td>
<td>(quantify with Engineering units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good</td>
<td>What exactly does “good” mean?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bad</td>
<td>What exactly does “bad”?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It doesn’t work</td>
<td>What does not work?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>defect</td>
<td>What exactly does “defect” mean?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>better</td>
<td>What exactly does “better”?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clean</td>
<td>What exactly does “clean” mean?</td>
<td>(e.g. particle density, distribution)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dirty</td>
<td>What exactly does “dirty” mean?</td>
<td>(e.g. particle density, distribution)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moisty</td>
<td>Specification of humidity in %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tight</td>
<td>What exactly means „tight”? Which pressure is specified? Tight against what?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>associate’s error</td>
<td>How was he trained?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>probably</td>
<td>Hypothesis in % occurrence probability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temporary</td>
<td>Period from ..., till ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fortuitous</td>
<td>Specify statistical evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>damaged</td>
<td>Caused by what? Mechanical force, electrical force?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current</td>
<td>Number of version of documents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Which status at what time?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Which process description at what time?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right</td>
<td>What is right?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjectives without specification</th>
<th>Give facts in physical unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>greater</td>
<td>Greater than what (in meter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smaller</td>
<td>Smaller than what (in meter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>colder</td>
<td>Colder than what (in °K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too big</td>
<td>Too big related to dimension (in meter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too small</td>
<td>To small related to dimension (in meter)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prove of effectiveness</th>
<th>Methods / verification of capability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implemented and tested</td>
<td>How was it tested?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>„Effectiveness proved by customer statistics!“</td>
<td>Use/formulation is not allowed, because it is not in the sense of sustainable problem solving (see 8D method)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% visual inspection</td>
<td>What was the result of the visual inspection? (Tests, capability)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing process improved, failure rate decreasing</td>
<td>Process capability ($C_{pk}$), yield rate (First Pass Yield), ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passive sentences/subjunctive</th>
<th>Use active sentences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It has been proven</td>
<td>How? Who? Describe method, test, simulation, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It was applied</td>
<td>How? Who? Describe method, test, simulation, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It should / could / will do</td>
<td>Process specifies, machine/associate does it in another way</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A4: Hints for formulations using the method „5xWhy?“
## Appendix 3 – Evaluation Criteria of Product Problems

### Are visualizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Available</th>
<th>Described</th>
<th>Comprehensible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Available</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Described</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensible (self-explanatory)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Are analysis of the object

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Available</th>
<th>Described</th>
<th>Comprehensible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Available</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Described</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensible (self-explanatory)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Are descriptions of the system structure / design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Available</th>
<th>Described</th>
<th>Comprehensible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Available</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Described</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensible (self-explanatory)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Is the process flow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Available</th>
<th>Complete</th>
<th>Comprehensible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Available (alternatively History Chart)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete (all process steps described, e.g. from the supplier to the vehicle’s end-user)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensible (self-explanatory)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Is the facts collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Available</th>
<th>Complete</th>
<th>Comprehensible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Available</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete (all questions with differences and changes)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensible (self-explanatory and the fundamental problem derived)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Is the object (entry point) described regarding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Should be State</th>
<th>Actual State</th>
<th>Delta Examination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Should be State (target state)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual State</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Examination</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Are possible causes documented regarding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Stress</th>
<th>Strength or</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength or</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Are possible causes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>In an Ishikawa diagram</th>
<th>Checked with 5M</th>
<th>Completed and described</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In an Ishikawa diagram documented</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(alternatively e.g. Failure Tree Analysis (FTA))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checked with 5M regarding completeness</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Are possible causes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Plausible</th>
<th>Prioritized</th>
<th>Marked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plausible</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritized</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marked (probable, possible, excluded)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Are the probable causes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Documented</th>
<th>With causes for the deviation</th>
<th>With conclusion and next steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Documented</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With causes for the deviation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With conclusion and next steps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Are the root causes proven by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>&quot;5xwhy?&quot; (logic chain)</th>
<th>Including &quot;how&quot; (functional relationship)</th>
<th>And by &quot;backward prove&quot; (therefore) completed.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;5xwhy?&quot; (logic chain)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Including &quot;how&quot; (functional relationship)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And by &quot;backward prove&quot; (therefore) completed.</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A5: Evaluation criteria of product problems